A mobile solution for a mobile business! EPS’s Food Truck Point of Sale is built
specifically for food truck businesses. It runs on 4G iPads and uses bluetooth printers.
Ease management and increase sales with a full suite of features from real-time
reporting to tax adjustments on the go.

Powerful features with an easy and intuitive user interface.
Inventory management
Keep track of inventory levels in real-time down to the
ingredient level. Save time and costs by knowing what to
restock and when. Generate purchase orders and check
inventory directly with vendors.

Mobile ordering
People don’t want to stand in line outside while they’re
waiting for their food. Make the ordering process a step
easier for customers by providing mobile ordering.
Centralized menu control
Easily add and remove items to your menu directly on
the management console. Refresh menu changes across
multiple trucks with one touch.

Real-time reporting
Save time with reports that explain your food truck’s progress
and projection to you. Access a full suite of detailed reports,
including sales summary and product mix reports, to better
understand top selling items and buyers’ behavior.

Always on mode
Keep business up and running in case of an Internet
slowdown or complete loss of connection.

Tax adjustments on the go
Create different tax groups by state regulations directly on your
iPad POS and modify as your food truck business moves.

Ability to scale
Whether you run one food truck or an entire fleet,
EPS grows with your food truck business.

Dynamic digital displays
Engage customers with sleek customer facing displays when
they pay for their order. Showcase special messaging, such as
promotions and featured items, with vivid imagery.

Compliance with PCI/P2PE standards
All credit card information is fully encrypted and safely sent to
payment processors to protect customer and business data.

Social media integration
Jump into social media conversations around your business
and update customers on where your food truck is at all times.

Phone number : 844-859-9219

Hardware integrations
EPS’s POS communicates seamlessly with top of the line
hardware, including printers, credit card swipes and more.
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Web Site : www.eps-na.com/pos

